
Niche #1 - Kumihimo
Kumihimo is a Japanese form of braid-making wherein cords and ribbons are made by
interlacing strands. The literal translation of kumihimo means the "coming together (kumi) of
threads (himo)". According to Wikipedia:

The most prominent historical use of the cords was by samurai as both a
functional and decorative way to lace their lamellar armour and their horses'
armor (barding).

Today, crafters create kumihimo braids to be made into jewelry, hatbands, belts or decorative
knotting and embellishments.

Google’s Keyword Tool shows us that “kumihimo” generates over 33 thousand global
monthly searches. It also shows that the monthly search volumes do not change much
throughout the year.

Related searches and Google’s Wonder Wheel show us what people in this niche are looking
for.



In addition to providing us with additional keywords to target, these related searches also
provide us with website/product content ideas.

Let’s take a look at a couple of sites and see how people are monetizing this niche.

Here’s a site that monetizes this niche by selling Kumihimo kits and eBooks.

Here’s one selling silk threads.



And here’s one selling Kumihimo books.



Niche #2 - Mold Making
Mold making is utilized in many industries—figurine manufacture, toy making, and even the
food/baking industry. And that’s just the small stuff. As you may already know, molds are
used in many large scale manufacturing industries. But we will just stick to the smaller
applications of mold making here.

Sometimes, we can determine what the market is clamoring for just by doing a search on a
niche-specific keyword. And we can see that happen in this niche.

The screenshot below shows the first Google search results page for “mold making”…



As you can see, the top results (right after the ad/sponsored result) are a couple of videos.
And as you could see from the videos’ titles and images, they are instructional videos. That
tells us that instructional materials/information products (particularly videos) are very much in
demand in this niche.

Another thing to take notice of are the image results that follow the video results. Yes, this
also tells us that people in this niche are very much interested in images. But the more
important thing here is that these images are a very good source of content ideas.

Now, “mold making” is actually a very broad niche (as mentioned earlier, the process of mold
making is being utilized in numerous industries). That means there are many possible
sub-niches we can market to.

One great source for sub-niche ideas are the related searches.

As you can see in the screenshot above, there are several types of mold making—plaster,
ceramic, injection/plastic, fiberglass, latex, and silicone. If the “mold making” niche (as a
whole) is too much for you to handle, or if you want to target a more specific market, you can
just pick one or two of these sub-niches and just concentrate on them.



So, how can this niche be monetized?

As we’ve mentioned earlier, instructional videos are very popular in this niche and this site is
monetizing by selling instructional videos on DVD and VHS.

And here’s one selling various mold-making-related stuff including kits, tools, and videos.



Niche #3 - Sea Glass



From Wikipedia:

Like collecting shells, fossils, or stones, combing shorelines for sea glass is a
hobby many beach-goers and beachcombers enjoy. Hobbyists often fill
decorative jars with their collections and take great pleasure in tracing a shard's
provenance while artisans craft beautiful pieces of jewelry, stained glass and
other decorative pieces from sea glass.

The existence of publications and organizations in a niche is a good indicator of the
monetization potentials of a niche. And this niche has both and more.

For an organization, this niche has the North American Sea Glass Association, which
organizes a yearly conference and issues a newsletter.

For publications, there are numerous books written about them as you can see below.

There’s even an online journal (ezine) that caters to this niche.



From this online journal we can see a couple of monetization methods that you can employ
yourself—selling ad spaces (as seen in the above screenshot) and displaying AdSense ads
(not seen in screenshot).

Here’s another site which monetizes by selling sea glass jewelry (as well as gift certificates).



Niche #4 - Paper Airplane
You’re probably thinking, are there still people interested in those. Well, these numbers from
Google’s keyword tool might just blow your mind…

About 135,000 people go to Google every month just to learn how to make paper airplanes!
And more than 350 thousand are looking for the right paper to make their paper airplanes
with.

As you can see in the screenshot below, Google displays image and video results in the
universal results for “paper airplane”.



This is an indication that people in this niche are highly interested in instructional materials
(information products).

Here’s a site that gives those (videos and instructions) away freely and monetizes through
Adsense ads and affiliate marketing (Amazon).

And here’s one that monetizes solely by displaying Adsense ads.



Niche #5 - How to Upholster
Without doing any kind/amount of research we can readily say that people in this niche are
highly interested in information products.

But how big is this market?

Google’s keyword tool shows that “how to upholster” generates over 33,000 searches every
month globally.

That’s a fairly sizeable market. And competition’s not that high.

So, what options do we have for monetizing this niche?

Here’s a site that sells upholstery training videos on DVDs.



Here’s a site that monetizes by selling an eBook that teaches people how to upholster
furniture.

And here’s one that offers upholstery courses/training.



Niche #6 - How to Make Pop-up Cards
They’re fun gifts to give to friends and loved ones (especially the kids), and they’re quite
marvelous to look at. But making them?

Well, according to Google’s keyword tool, over 22,000 people search for “how to make
pop-up cards” every month. And the competition’s quite low.

Let’s take a look at how other people are monetizing this niche.

Here’s one that monetizes by displaying Adsense ads and selling site subscriptions.



And here’s one that monetizes through a great variety of methods including affiliate marketing
(with several networks), displaying Adsense ads, and selling ad spaces.



Niche #7 - Beekeeping
As you can see below, “beekeeping” is quite a popular search, generating about 135,000
searches every month.

And look at all these sites that are focused on beekeeping.



This can only mean one thing… beekeeping is a popular and possibly highly profitable niche.

Let’s take a look at some of these sites and see how they are monetizing this niche.

Here’s one that sells beekeeping kits and offers beekeeping courses.



Here’s one that monetizes through affiliate marketing.

And here’s one that sells an eBook that teaches people all about beekeeping.



Niche #8 - Presentation Tips



Getting the courage to do a presentation in front of many people is only half the battle.
Knowing how to make a presentation interesting and engaging is entirely another matter. And
over 33,000 people turn to Google each month trying to learn that.

So what options do we have for making a profit in this niche?

Let’s take a look at some examples…

Here’s a site that offers/sells workshops and eBooks.

And here’s one that monetizes through affiliate marketing and displaying Adsense ads.



ClickBank also has some products that you can sell to this market, like this audio/video set
that guides people in preparing, creating, and delivering their presentation.



Niche #9 - Thyroid Problems
Thyroid problems affect about 59 million Americans, the majority of whom are women. If left
undiagnosed, untreated, or improperly treated, thyroid problems can cause infertility or
recurrent miscarriage, making it difficult or impossible for a woman to get or stay pregnant.

According to Google’s Keyword tool, some 110,000 people searches for “thyroid problems”
every month.

Related searches show us that in relation to “thyroid problems”, people are also searching for
specific types of thyroid problems.

Some of these are generating far more searches than “thyroid problems”… like
“hypothyroidism.

If you so desire, you can also just concentrate on a specific type of thyroid problem
(sub-niche).



Anyway, whenever an illness or health condition is involved, people almost always go looking
for treatments, as Google’s Wonder Wheel shows us.

And a great way to monetize a market such as this is by getting into CPA marketing and
promoting “free trial offers” like this one.



Niche #10 - How to Write Screenplay
If I didn’t see the numbers from Google’s keyword tool, I would not have guessed even half
the number of people wanting to learn how to write screenplays.

You don’t know how surprised I was to see that “how write screenplay” generates over 60
thousand searches every month.

So what options do we have for monetizing this niche?

Let’s take a look at some examples.

Here’s a site that monetizes by doing affiliate marketing and displaying Adsense ads.



And here’s a site that sells video DVDs of screenwriting seminars.

If you don’t have a product of your own, ClickBank has a couple of things that you can
promote to this market, like this eBook on how to write effective screeplays.



Niche #11 - Potty Training
Every kid and every parent goes through it… but it remains one of the biggest hurdles of child
rearing.

Google’s keyword tool is showing that “potty training” generates over 300,000 searches each
month. A big market no doubt.

But what are these people really looking for? Related searches show us.



As it turns out, this niche has two primary sub-niches—potty training for babies and potty
training for puppies/dogs. It’s up to you which one you’re going to take on. But for the
purpose of discussion, we’ll just stick to potty training for babies.

So how can we monetize this niche? Well, ClickBank has several products that you can
promote to this market. Like this eBook that teaches parents how to potty train their child.

eBooks are actually very popular in this niche. Just take a look at these…



You can also monetize this niche through affiliate marketing. Amazon has a lot of products
that you can promote to this market.



Niche #12 - Menopause Relief



Surely you’ve heard that word already.

From the U.S. National Library of Medicine:

Menopause is the transition period in a woman's life when her ovaries stop
producing eggs, her body produces less estrogen and progesterone, and
menstruation becomes less frequent, eventually stopping altogether.

So it’s a natural event, why bother?

Read on (again from the U.S. National Library of Medicine).

Common symptoms of menopause include:

Heart pounding or racing
Hot flashes
Night sweats
Skin flushing
Sleeping problems (insomnia)

I suppose you now know what the big deal is and I suppose you understand why over 18,000
people are searching from treatment on Google each month.

So, how can we monetize this niche?

Try CPA marketing. In CPA marketing, you earn by getting people to perform a particular
action like signing up for a newsletter, or filling out a survey form, and things like that.



Below are two examples of a “free trial offer” CPA campaign…

Niche #13 - Vegetarian Diet



According to the American Heart Association:

Most vegetarian diets are low in or devoid of animal products. They’re also
usually lower than nonvegetarian diets in total fat, saturated fat and cholesterol.
Many studies have shown that vegetarians seem to have a lower risk of obesity,
coronary heart disease (which causes heart attack), high blood pressure,
diabetes mellitus and some forms of cancer.

But it comes with a warning:

Vegetarian diets can be healthful and nutritionally sound if they’re carefully
planned to include essential nutrients. However, a vegetarian diet can be
unhealthy if it contains too many calories and/or saturated fat and not enough
important nutrients.

Google’s keyword tool shows us that “vegetarian diet” generates over 100,000 searches
every month.

And Google Trends is indicating that there is a slight increase in interest levels in “vegetarian
diet” over the past two years.

Additionally, Google Trends also indicates that interest levels in “vegetarian diet” are very
high in many U.S. cities.



As for our options for monetization, we could monetize this niche through AdSense ads like
this site.

We can also monetize through affiliate marketing. Clickbank has products that we can
promote to this market, like this recipe ebook.



Niche #14 - Optometrist



With 450,000 searches every month, this niche has huge potentials for monetization.

However, this is one of those niches where you won’t be going after and profiting from the
consumers directly.

Notice how Google displays a city/zip code field in the first search results page for
“optometrist”. What this tells us is that Google considers “optometrist” primarily as a local
search (possibly due to the huge volume of local searches for optometrist that Google has
been receiving).

A great way to monetize a niche like this is to offer site development and/or SEO services to
local businesses/service providers (in this case, optometrists) and help them acquire more



clients/patients via the Web by getting their business to appear in the local business results
like these.



Niche #15 - Learn to Type
According to Google’s keyword tool, “learn to type” generates about 135,000 searches every
month.

And Google Trends is indicating that the keyword is most popular in the U.S.

Related searches provide us with a more detailed picture of the market in this niche…

And as you can see, most of the things that the people in this market are looking for can
easily be provided online (or digitally) which makes for easy monetization.

Let’s see how some people are monetizing this niche.



Here are a couple of sites that monetize through Adsense ads (which appears to be the most
common/popular method for monetization for this niche).



Niche #16 - Ham Radio
Otherwise known as amateur radio, ham radio is a hobby and self-training. Here’s some
basic info about radio amateurs from Wikipedia:

Radio amateurs are individuals licensed for private non-commercial use of
designated radio bands, for purposes of private recreation, non-commercial
exchange of messages, experimentation, and emergency communication. As for
other regulated radio services, radio amateurs operate under rules which limit
the maximum power of transmissions and the technical and operational
characteristics of transmissions. Amateur radio stations are issued with a
designated call sign to allow identification of stations. The power of their
equipment is restricted, and they must not cause interference to other authorized
radio users. They may not broadcast themselves, or communicate with the public
with their equipment. They are only allowed to communicate with other licensed
operators. National regulations governing amateur radio use are coordinated
under international agreements, since radio frequency transmissions can cross
multiple national boundaries.

In this day and age where communication and self-publishing is facilitated by the Internet, it’s
kind of hard to believe that there are still people engaging in a hobby like this. But there are,
and there are a lot of them as Google’s Keyword tool shows us.

And they are buyers, as you can see in the related searches below.



Additionally, Google Trends shows that “ham radio” is most popular in the U.S.

So what are our options for monetizing this niche?

You could do affiliate marketing, Amazon has a ton of products that you can promote to this
market.



You can also create an online community for radio amateurs and monetize by either selling
ad spaces or by displaying Adsense ads or both.

Something like what this site is doing…



Niche #17 - Homemade Bread
Who could resist that smooth and steaming hot bread that had just come out of the oven?



According to Google’s keyword tool, “homemade bread” generates over 60,000 searches
every month.

And Google Trends is indicating that the Trends have been going up for the three or four
years, with the most searches coming from the U.S.

But what are these people looking for?

Related searches show us…



As you can see, it’s primarily recipes for this niche.

Here’s a recipes site/blog that monetizes through affiliate marketing and by selling ad spaces.

But, I’d like to point out to you that there’s something more to this niche than just recipes.

Take a close look at the related searches for “homemade bread NY” below…



As you can see, there are people doing local searches for “homemade bread”. And there are
businesses that are specializing in “homemade bread” (as you can see in the last result
below).

Here’s the screenshot of that directory site.

It’s not yet happening, but it probably won’t be long before Google starts to display local



business results (by default) for searches for “homemade bread”.

That means, it’s probably a good time to start offering web development and SEO services to
local businesses that cater to this niche.



Niche #18 - Paper Dolls
They may not be as popular as they were in the early 1900s, but there are still quite a
number of people who are interested in them… around 110,000 to be more precise.

Related searches tell us that people in this niche don’t want to just look at them, but they
want to be able to cut them out and actually dress them up.

So how can you monetize this niche?

You could sell actual paper dolls, like these sites. That shouldn’t be too hard.



Notice that the site above also monetizes through affiliate marketing (banner on top of the
page).

You can also do affiliate marketing. Amazon has quite a number of products that you can
promote to this market.



Niche #19 - How to Make Fonts
“Fonts” is a very popular search on Google, generating over 6 million searches every month.

And when there’s a demand, there’s definitely going to be people feeding that demand. In
other words, font sites and font designers.

For this niche, we will be targeting people who are interested in creating their own fonts.

Google’s keyword tool shows us that “how to make fonts” generates over 33,000 searches
every month. That’s quite a sizeable market, won’t you agree?

Let’s take a look at a couple of sites and see how we can monetize this niche.

Here’s a site that monetizes this niche through affiliate marketing. It’s not obvious, but some
of the links here take visitors to a sales page.



Here’s another site also doing affiliate marketing (promoting/selling font creation software).



Niche #20 - Jewelry Making



Just one look at the numbers from Google’s Keyword Tool and you know this niche has great
potentials.

And Google Trends indicates that interest levels in “jewelry making” is highest in the U.S.

There are a number of methods we could use to monetize this niche.

Take the site below, for example. This site monetizes this niche through a combination of
affiliate marketing and Adsense ads.



And here’s one selling instructional videos.



ClickBank also has quite a number of products that you can promote to this market.



Niche #21 - Lego Building Instructions
After more than 60 years of manufacturing plastic bricks, LEGO remains one of the most
popular and highly sought after and played with toys in the world.

As a matter of fact, according to Google Trends, interest levels in LEGO are continuously
rising.

It’s not surprising that people who have accumulated a significant amount of LEGO
sets/bricks would want to build something other than what the included instructions are
instructing them to do.

Google’s keyword tool is indicating that over 22,000 people go to Google each month looking
for “Lego building instructions”.



Here’s a site that monetizes this niche primarily by displaying Adsense ads.

And here’s a site that sells custom LEGO building instructions on CD.



Niche #22 - Wire Art
Wire art, otherwise known as metal crafting, has many applications, the most popular of
which are sculpture and jewelry design.

According to Google’s keyword tool, “wire art” generates over 18,000 searches every month.

The market in this niche may not be as big as the other niches we’ve talked about earlier but
it’s not too small to be ignored.

Let’s see how this niche is currently being monetized.

Here’s a site that monetizes through Adsense ads and affiliate marketing.



Here’s one selling actual wire art jewelry.



If affiliate marketing is your thing, Amazon has quite a bunch of products that you can
promote to this market.

Niche #23 - Calculus Help
To some, Calculus is one of the simpler Maths. To others, it’s hell. Take a look at these…



And as you probably already know, wherever there’s a problem there’s opportunity to
monetize.

According to Google’s keyword tool, “calculus help” generates over 22,000 searches every
month.

And Google Trends indicates that interest levels are highest in the U.S.



Let’s see how other people are monetizing this niche…

Here’s a site that monetizes this niche through Adsense ads.

And here’s one that uses a combination of Adsense ads and affiliate marketing.





Niche #24 - Prostate Cancer Treatment
Prostate cancer accounts for one quarter of all cancers diagnosed in men. Worldwide,
around 913,000 men were diagnosed with prostate cancer in 2008. More than two out of
three cases are diagnosed in the more developed regions.

Google’s keyword tool is reporting that “prostate cancer treatment” is generating close to
50,000 searches every month, and that search volumes are at a constant throughout the
year.

Google Trends indicates that search volumes for “prostate cancer treatment” are highest in
the U.S.

So what options do we have for monetizing this niche?

If you don’t want to spend time producing/creating your own product, affiliate marketing is the
best way to go.

Clickbank has quite a number of products that you can promote to this market, like this
eBook.



And this one.



Niche #25 - Bricklaying
Although the use of bricks in building construction has declined, bricks are still being used
today and they are very popular as an adornment.

According to Google’s keyword tool, “bricklaying” generates over 60,000 searches every
month.

But what is it that people in this niche are looking for?

Related searches provide us with a more detailed picture.

From this list of related searches, we can clearly see that the biggest market in this niche is
comprised of DIYers (people who’d like to do things themselves).

This is further confirmed by the inclusion of video results in the universal search results which
are evidently instructional videos.



That means information products are the best way to go in monetizing this niche. And here
are a couple of sites that are trying to satisfy that demand.



But aside from the DIYers, there’s a secondary market in this niche which is comprised of the
local bricklayers.

As you can see below, if you add a city or state name to “bricklaying”, Google will display
local business results along with the organic results.

That means, you can also monetize this niche by offering site development and SEO



services to local service providers (bricklayers) and help them gain additional exposure
online.


